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Meryle Bakker Announces Candidacy
For Presidency of United States
"If nominate d I will accept, and if
elected I will serve."
This was presiden tial hopeful Meryle
Bakker's first commitm ent in what
promises to be among one of the most
exciting campaig ns yet announce d for
the upcoming election in Novembe r.

A relative unknown in political circles, Doctor Meryl. Bakker climbing
over the fence into the political arena to
give the voters what he promises to be
"their first real choice since Harding
brought us back to normal." It is his
l>elief that what. this country needs is a
hardhea ded,
dynamic
licensed
professi onal engineer who is still in
touch with the academic world and can
put first thing first and reorder our
country 's prioritie s and yet can talk
with kings and still have a touch of the
common man.
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While modestly not claiming to be all
things to all men he is widely known
around the greater Rolla and vicinity as
a ~good ole boy."
News of Bakker's decision caused
immedia te ripples all the way up old
highway 63 and then ebbed about five
miles outside the Vichy city limits.
Surging back into Frisco Pond it was
immedia tely condemn ed by Citizens
United to Restore the Beaches
(CURB) as a contribut ion to pollution.
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Reaction from other already announced candida tes was mixed.
Senator Muskie hedged his position and
, stated that "there's always more room
way up here at the top in the clouds".
George Wallace was more critical.
While
welcomi ng positive contribution s he felt Bakker's entry into

the race "could only further muddy
waters."
None of the rest of the candidat es
would admit to any feelings either way.
Presiden t Nixon felt that he would have
to study Bakker' s track record. This
brought an immedia te reaction from
Bakker' s campaig n manage r who
stated, "Physica l qualifica tions have
nothing to do with how qualified a man
is to serve. It's what's up front that
counts."
While many political leaders around
the country professed little interest in
Bakker his campaig n announce ment
brought an immedia te reaction from
many citizen's groups. The Little Piney
Citizens for a Better Governm ent
through Econom y praised Bakker' s
proinise s for a cheaper , better
engineer ed governm ent.
The Rolla and Greater Vicinity
Action Group criticized Bakker's lack
of previous involvem ent in local
governm ent, but praised the fact that
was at least trying.

UMR's Young Republi can Club
debated passing a motion supportin g
Bakker's candidac y but decided to wait
until he announce d which party's ticket
he would be running on.
In response to this and other inquiries
Bakker' s campaig n manage r stated
that he (Bakker) was going to start his
"very own party" and run things right"the way my registra r's office does
things, first things first, second things
second, and let the third things "do
their own thing."

Missouri Plans to Open Large Girl's School in Rolla Next Fall

Plans have just been announce d for
the organiza tion of the largest girls
school in Missouri. The school will take
over the present site of the RUM golf
course if the curators approva l and
plans have been made to construc t
tempora ry class rooms and make a
complet e campus on the land
surround ing the large tract of land.
Dean Wishen, who is in complet e
charge of the project, said that an
enrollme nt of about 500 girls is expected this summer . In the fall
facilities will be available for at least
1500 girls. Already applicati ons for
enrollme nt are comil'lg in for the fall
term from states as distant as Oregon
and Maine.
The Dean ventured to SilY that one of

the reasons for the great interest was
that their catalogu e contained on the
first page only the stateme nt " The
Missouri State College For Women is
located in Rolla. This town is also the
location of the Missouri School of Mines
and Metallur gy which has an
enrollme nt of 4,700 men, all studying
engineer ing. " One letter which Dean
Wishen received inquired ,
"Are
engineer s different from other men?"

The M. C. S. W. has been approved by
the state legislatu re, and will be a land
grant school , as RUM is. As a land
grant college, the Federal governm ent
has a ppropria ted money to purchase
the golf course and surround ing
grounds . The state has given girls

school a n appropria tion twice as big as
the one given to Mo. U. ; " To get off to a
good start," as one legislato r put it.
Even though the school is a land grant
institutio n it has not bee n felt
necessar y , by those in charge, to insta ll
a compuls ory ROTC cours e in th e
curricilum .

Reaction s of the Miners hearing this
news for the first time , range from
"Hot Dog" .10 " I'll never be able to
study now ." An informal pool showed 85
per cent of the engineer s here are
definitely in favor of the location of the
new girls school. (The other 15 per cent
are married) . One man even went
so far as to state that he thought the
dance floor at the Iron Mug should be
rented every Sa.urday night by the

Student Council so a dance could be
held througho ut the coming summer
and fall terms . He pointed out that the
location has the largest dance floor
available within a reasonab le distance
of Rolla.
Cha ncellor Meryle Bakker said that
the ne w school should have a
pronounc ed effect on the morale and
school spirit of RUM . Director of
Admissio ns , is making preparat ions for
a 1,000 student increase to 6,000 next
fall.
Director of Student Personne l, Sam
Burtman stated that now is the time to
establish visitation hours before the
students move to off-camp us apartments and the situation gets out of
hand.
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Bakker Accepts SS Nomination

THUD
Movie Times : 4:00 and 6:00
The brilliant story of campus
turmoil at RUM , a University
lieing in dark shadows , in the
midst of nothi ng , and much less.
Gneiss Cratchford and Pearl
Bakker are superbly cast in
th eir roles as leaders in the
r esista nce fight against the
fam ed student leaders and their
followers who are trying to over
throw the campus. With Pearl
and Cratchford, backs to the
wall. they desperately ward off
the attack of the student rebels
1:: dropping rocks from the
Norwegian Hall building.
Saturated, the students
retreat in defeat.
Don't miss this thrilling block
hll,ter.

In a surprise announcement
last night, Doctor Meryle
Bakker of the University of
Missouri-Rolla announced he
would be resigning as Chancell or to accept the post of
Undersecretary of the Soil
Conversation Service.
Chancellor since the Missouri
School of Mines was elevated to
a University designation ,
Doctor Bakker has been
responsible for many of the
physical improv eme nt on the
Rolla campus. "For example,"
the chancellor was quoted as
saying, "dur ing my a dministration the girl's dorm
capacity was increased by more
than 210 per cent--fr om 13 to the
present toa l of close to 42.
During this same period more
than three miles of sidewalk
were poured in and around the
quadrangle and six major
buildings were erected . Cited
last year by the Missouri
Contractor's Assocition th e
Chancellor went on to note, "the
University of Missouri-Rolla
will long be remembered in the
annals of engineering for its one
to one ratio between classrooms
and students."
Questioned as to the reasons
for his apparentlty spur-of-themoment appointment to the
position of Undersecretary to
the Soil Conservation Service
(SCS) Doctor Baker had no
ready response. " I don't know ,"

he frankly admitted. "The
President 's had a lot on his
mind late ly. I guess he just
threw a hatful of qualified
n'ames into the ring and mine
just happened to fall out." The
ex-chancellor declined to
comment on rumors thl he was
using the nomination as a
.·stepping stone to his recently
announced presidential campaign.
A quick check around the
campus found a variety of
responses to the Chancellors
resignation. Running the gamut
from A to B they ranged from
"who resigned? " to "what's the
Soil Conservation Service?"
Many female faculty members
were especially concerned
about the effect the Chancellors
depart!!re would have on the
social season in Rolla . "I simply
don't know how we'll bring out
our lovely local debutantes this
year without Emily 's library
leadership. We shall not look
Other faculty members were
more concerned with the
practical effects that Doctor
Bakker's r es ignation would
ha ve on the day to day func tioning of the campus. One of
the Deans was quoted as saying ,
"I just don't see how this
campus could have subsisted
nearly as well as it has these
last eight years without Doctor
Bakker's dynamic and forceful
leadership. We ~;hall not look

COMMONWEALTH

upon his kind again III our
generation or for many years
after that for that matter."
Elsewhere on campus the
reaction was more mixed. Upon
being notified of the Chancellor's
resignation
the
Academic Counsel met in an
emergency session for seven
hours before referring the
matter to the docket of the next
regularly scheduled meeting.
The Student Council voted to
present Doctor Bakker with a
h:ge bronzed plaque but split on
the question of whether to thank
the Chancellor for his services
to UMR or whether to . thank
thank the Chancellor for his
services to UMR or to
congratulate him upon his
appointment to the Soil Conservation Service. It was finally
decided to put the matter on the
ballot of the next Student
Referendum in the spring of
1974.
Perhaps one fashion conscious Miner summed up the
campus' reaction best when he
said. "There will never be
another Meryle like our Meryle.
To me he was more than just
another efficient administrator-he was a leader of men. It
would just about make my
whole day whenever I caught
sight of one the Doctor's bright
smiles or radiant ties. Never
have so many owed so much to
such a one. "

so
DUSTIN

HDFFMAN

Misery Selects 'Oscar' Nominations
Once again it is that time of
year for the awarding of those
immortal statues-the Oscar!
In the start of what nopes to be
an annual tradition, the Major
Misery , slects its nominations
for the varying roles. Here are a
list of the nominees for those
coveted titles.
ACADEMY AWARD FOR
BEST ACTOR: The candidates
are: 1) Dr. Meryle Bakker, for
his dramatic role as the young
successful chancelor in: "How
to Succeed in Business Administra tion Without Really
Trying ; "2) Billy Tittee for his
rather precarious role as one of
the foursome in: "Bob, Carol..
Bill and the K'MSM Duck; "3)
Jiff Korklanowski, for his
poignant role in: "I Was a Grey
Jacket; "4) Cookie Kratzer in
his hilarir'ls (?) role in " Willy
and
the
Coffee
Wonka
Factory ; "
ACADEMY AWARD FOR
BEST ACTRESS: This year
there is only one candidate we
find suitable ; Eileen Dover for
her role as the RUM coed in,
"Carnal Knowledge--What's
That? "

STAMP COLLECTORS
I PASS THRU ROLLA WITH
U.S . STAMPS .FAR BELOW
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FLORISSANT, MO. 63031
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lese arche d. wn n e n and p ro f e s s Ional 1y
yped. All wrIters h ave i'I min,mum
S. BA degr e e. Instant Se , v l ce .
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ACADEMY AWARD FOR
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR:
The candidates are: 1) Dear
Biiithazar in his role as Dr.
William Masters in "Sex and
the Horny Miner." 2) Ricky
Remely, as thE' tyrannical
editor in the parannical thriller,
"The Major Misery". 3) The
Ex '~c utive Commit tee of the
RUM campus for their roles as
Y' . ng lawyers who discover
tl alt a group working together
.'Ml fail
together in: " The
... Jsers".

ACADEMY AWARD FOR
BEST
SUPPORTING
ACTRESS: The candidates are:
1) The WRHA for their

"SYRA\N
ODDS"

scene in "99 Women." 2) Miss
Molly Chestercup in her role as
the goodie goodie in "Don't
Bother, I ' m a RUM Coed ." 3)
the RUM coed in her dramatic
sexy and alluring role as Dumb
Doris in " Bednobs and
Broomsticks."
.
ACADEMY AWARD FOR
THE BEST MOVIE: Those
nominated are: 1) Love Story
" Sex - feu) n ". The moving
story of two young engineering
students, as they discover love
emotion and challenging
ca lculus problems. 2) "Abbot
and Costello Meet the B&G
Boys" : The hilarious comedy of
two zany comedians who meet
the biggest comedy team of all
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Leeker De.v elops
New Faucet

508 To Present
Concert
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.. Wednesday at 5: 09 the Student Onion Board wi II feature
their first free concert of local talent, Mulers Sink Hole.
.. They are a very exciting group to watch as they play
everything from Alfred E. Nueman's "It's a Gas" to hits
from the RUM Stumbling Band. The musicians are from left
Kilroy, Joe Crocker, Karoom Jabber, Brill O. Pad, Miss
Waynesville, and Bumbly Bruns.
.. They were all born and raised in Rolla, and attribute their
success to their cultural backgrounds. The SUB feels they
have outdone themselves again and will accompany the band
out of town for a second free concert at the Vichy School for
the Deaf.

Major Misery
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Rotchf9rd 's University of Misery

An In-Depth Look at ....
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Korkie's Kouncilrarna
March 20th may go down in
the Annals of Major Misery
history , for it was there on the
second floor of the Student
Union that journalism history
was to be made . For the first
time
in
its
short-lived
uneventful
life , Korki e's
Kouncilrama made a a major
step towards resolving a
strained relationship with the
Major Misery by allowing a
reported from our staff to attend one of their secret cabinet
meetings held before each
Kouncilrama meeting. Archie
Bigotier staff news reporter
was elected to attend the first
such meeting.
The meetIng began as a
normal secret type cabinet
meeting should start, with the
Head Honcho doing all the
t.alking. namely Korkie Kolin ;
Student
Kouncilrama
Precedent. He stood firmly
before us and proclaimed his
plans for the rest of the school
year. He talked with pride over
his recent trip to Columbia at
the students expense to confer
with B. Christ Botchmore and
several
important
UMK
COED. The Coeds proved to be
the highlight of the talks .

Later Korkie was cornered by
our star reporter and was asked
what "Role and Scope" was?
Korkie replied that he had tried
"Role and Scope" that morning
and he still had no hick with 'h is
garlic breath ' Suddenly it
struck thiss cub reporter what
secret plot had developed wi thin
th e heirarc hy of Korkie ' s
sinister organization. It seems
"Role and Scope" was made
exclusively by B. Chri st Bothcmore and his associates a nd
Korkie was attempting to infest
th e campus with this mouthwash to gain politica l and social
power . What was to be done to
stop this fiendish plot?

Archie had to think . He kn ew
he couldn't reveal his secret
identity . Somehow he had to
find out how Korkie was going

Archie had to think. He knew
he couldn ' t revea l his sec ret
identity. Somehow he had to
find outhow Korki e was going to
carryout his plans. Korkie , in
the mea ntim e had been ta lking
about s no wballi ng an Open
House Polic y through ' the
Kouncilram a. He sa id all the

organizations would gladly give
approva l , except the " Don't
Bother I'm A RUM COED
Club " and once and for a ll
pe ace a nd harmony would
prevail on our be loved campus.

Frank leeker, of the AE Department, checks out his newly
invented faucet. Frank developed the faucet as part of his
graduate work here at RUM.
off controls but is designed for
continuous operation. "We'll
probably guarantee it for a
hundred years or until it rusts
out. " he boasts. Providing flowthru control for a number of
conventional fluids , Leeker sees
numerous applications .
" Different sizes of this faucet
can be produced with minima l
changes in components. After I
get the initial plumbing installed , I intend to test it in a
number of field tests--as well as
in factories , homes , and dams. "
"Not long ago _Nationa l
General Faucet Corporation
paid fifty million fo r a similar
.. German rotary faucet. " Mine is
lots better ." he fran kl y admits.
" With 40 per cent more moving
parts, mine has a correspondingly greater profit potential.
It can 't lose."
" I'm positive it will flow ," he
concludes . " If we can just keep
the project off the ground some
exciting things are going to
begin happening around here ."
Leeker 's faucet has no shut

A water faucet with only nine
moving parts have been
developed by Frank Leeker - a
gra du ate student in the
University-of
Missouri-Rolla
mechanical and aerospace
engineering department. The
water faucet prototype is the
thesis project for Leeker ' s
master degree in water-space
engineering.
According to Bruce P. Seltzer , Leeker's adv is er , "The
prototype is near completetion
and should be flowing in about a
month--just as soon as we figure
out where to hook it to the
plumbing. "
Leeker has computed that his
device could fill up Lake Erie in
less than fifty years if ran a t full
capac ity
but questions
whether American industry will
fully ap pr ec ia te its potentia liti es . " I've had some interesting offers from several
foreign parties" , he admits.

So that was how it was to be
done' Korkie was going to
muscle the Open House Policy
through so th at he co ul d ga in
entrance to WRHA to soft-sell
his " Role and Scope" mouthwash.

Finally, Arc hie could sta nd no
more . He had to tell of his secret
irlentitY---The RUM Renigade--who , disguised as Archie
Bigotier, mild-mannered
reporter for the Major Misery,
fights a never ending battle for
truth a nd justice a nd the
American way.

" Wa it yo u r elentl ess lool!
You don 't possibly think the
RUM studnuts are going to
all ow yo u to get away with this ,
DO YOU? " Archie said.
The quick camera of the MISE RY catches Korkie in a serious
moment with the Kouncil.
CONTINUED ON PAGE10
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Letters To The Editor
Dear Mr . Editor ,
I just want to take this opportunity to tell you tha t I thmk
you have a very fine writer on
your staff in the person of Mr.
Kent Yoest . I have read every
one of Mr. Yoest's articles over
the past year, and !lot only do I
find his writing enjoyable and
entertaining , but interesting
and informative.
Having lived and work ed
around various publications for
the past six years of my l~f~ , J
can truly appreciate wrltm~
that is as refreshing as Kent's .
Keep up the magnificent work.
Sincerely ,
Kent Yoest
DEAR
Do you really expect to get
away with the trash that you are
printing in this week 's issue of
The Major Misery ? Havmg
previewed the contents of the 16
page affront to good taste, I
must in all honesty tell you that
you and your entire staff have
reached a new plateau of
depression. Not only are your
articles suggesti ve , crude ,
filthy , disgusting , degener~ ted ,
lewd, sleazy, nasty , icky, dirty,
and totally unfunn y, th ey
possess no r edeeeming social
value, and I would not want my
mother to rea d any of th e

nation of ours. (If you do , I'm
sure I could find a place for you
in Washirigton . How about
Press secretary? J
How About it?
Meryle

perverted pornagra phy that is
contained within your covers.
Editor
The Sixty'Miner
Dea r Clyde,
Yo u can tak e your fre e lifetime gift subscription and shove
it ! ! !
Bill Tittee
Dear Clyde ,
I am writing to you in hopes
that I ca n receive some
editorial support from you in
my upcoming campaign swing
thr ough the heartland of
Am erica. Surely if you have
ready any of my prepared press
realeases , or seen any of my
selected candid photographs of
me in action , you must realize
that I am reall y the best
qualified chancellor from Rolla
to be running for the office of
President of the United States. I
am nothing more than a downhorne , folksey. easy to know and
like guy, who is interested in the
advancement of all people
everywhere, at the expense of
no one.
Please help me in my quest to
become the leader of this great

By Sidney Bochfield
This is Sidney Borchfield,
your Johnny-on -the-spot, gogoing free lance newscaster .
Yes, it was iln eventful day for
Rola-Roola on this day--April 1,
1972. Highlights of the day
were:

Editor's Note: The Major
Miser y stands firmly behind
Meryle in his bid for the
presidency. We firmly believe
he is the kind of man who can
help our peoples come together.
We rank Meryle right up there
with the other former candidates we have supported (\ike
Barry Goldwater, Hubert
Humphrey. Adali Stevenson,
George Wallace, Pat Paulsen ,
and Snoopy) I'd rather be
Secretary of State.
•

•

•
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CLIP THIS
It's not good for anything,
but Clip it anyway

............. ,. ............ .
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--The entire Bored of Curators
of the Ratchford 's University of
Misery were found crushed to
death in the elevator of the
RUM Library and Convention
Center. Death was ruled
accidental due to a faulty pulley
mechanism designed by I.M .
Stupid, chief architect of the
Convention Center, Humanities
Building and Rolla building .
--UniverSity t'resIClent , B .
Christ
Botchmore
was
unavailable for comment
concerning the Death of the
Bored as law officials found a
ransom note for $200,000
threatening his life it a specific
telephone number was not
called. Things don't look to
bright for B. Christ as an inner
campus collection failed to yield
the dime ne eded to make the
phone call . Governor Hern ia
temporaril y appointed RUM
ch a nc ellor Meryle Bakker a s
President. He was unavailable
for comm ent , issuing a
statement syaing that he was
aw ai ting a n important phone
call .
In other news, --A state gra nd
jury indic ted the United
Telephon e Co mp a ny of Rol a Roola for pledging $1.95 for the
s upport of th e Republica n
Convention being held in the
Ci ty. --In magistrate court
today, Judge Byn Bradley and
Pr osecu ting Attorn ey Za ne
Gr ey di ed of he a rt attacks as
they were informed of the
legaliza tion of marijuana , hash ,
and prostitution by the Supreme

Skiing Elephant
Wins Law Suit
LOS ANGLES (CPSJ--Bimbo
the Da nCing E lephan t wo n
, $4,500 in damages for whiplash
injuries she received in a traffic
accident in 1969.
Superior Court Judge Julius
Title made the ruling after
circus owner Ted de Wayne
cla im ed $10,000 fo r injuries
received by his tra ined 16-yearold elepha nt Bimbo Jr. in a ca rtruck accident nea r Los Angeles
on March 30, 1969.
The Circus owner said that
because of the accident Bimbo
had lost interest in dancing and
also in a unique water-skiiing
act

Court. It is reported that Mr .
Grey uttered, "I knew the '
commies were taking over." as
he breathed his last.
NEW S
- - S-P E C I A L
BULLETING--(UPOJ The
entire RUM Rolla building
collapsed as the ivy vines
holding the eighth wonder of the
Ancient World together died
and fell apart. Being blamed
are the B&G Boys for spraying
the vines with nitric acid-they
thought it was wee-wee water
for fertiIzation .
-NEWS ROUNDUP--On the
lighter side of the news, cars
were declared illegal in RUM as
the last parking space-Meryle
Bakker's front yard--became
the construction site of the new
Administration building . Its
construction is suspected to be a
a new attempt to harrass the
.tudents in finding administra ti ve offices . --In the
world of sports ; the RUM
Miners won the coveted NCAAA
basketball tourney as they
trounced UCLA 125-57. After the
game, Coach Keyes, the RUM
Coach and NCAAA Coach of the
Year for the third time , said ,
" Yes, Sidney it was a thrill to
win the title, and I must rank it
a mond m y more memorable
achievements . However , I'll
. never forg et the time .. Thank
you Coach Keyes !"
Such was the day, a day
which began like so many
others, and I was there to give it
to you all. Goodnite and ---world!

lDD are now reading
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Charlie Brown
The UMR Theater Guild

Zane Grey
The Citizens of Rolla
Now listen up and listen tight.
The good citizens 01 Rolla
present the most outstanding
man to come from the great
town in many years, Zane Grey.
Zane is known to many as the
Perry Mason of Phelps County,
the F. Lee Bailey of greater
Little Piney area, and the poor
man's John Q. Public.
Zane was born in a log cabin
in the little town of Peculiar ,
Missouri and went to Peculiar
School at the age of six, where
he became 'peculiar. After
graduating from Peculiar High
School "Magna Cum Peculiar"
in his class, Zane entered Law
school at the " Acme School of
Law and Taxidermy" in 1938.
(Actually , he sent away for his
"How to be a great lawyer In
ten easy lessons" kit) When
World War II broke out , Zane
was drafted into ' the Coast
Guard ana was sent to fight the
Germans along the river in
Lansing, Michigan.
Zane was discharged from the
Guard a't the end of the war and
elected the Prosecuting Attorney of Phelps County in 1957 .
That's about the size of It.
Dandy Dan Hinkel
Mr. Ha
Dandy Dan is the prominent ,
driving force amongst the boys
of Mr. Ha . Dan has worked
feverishly for the organization
since his first year at RUM and
has been rewarded for his efforts on Several

O~ CdS!Ons.

Dan

was voted most outstanding
freshman three years in a row
by his classmates, and this year
was elected to serve on the St.
Pud 's board where he put to use
his greatest asset , his mouth,
and acted as the announcer for
the knighting ceremonies.
Dandy is especially proud of his
athletic abilities as a high

jumper, He has demonstrated
his style on several occasions,
including the time he jumped
from the second story window of
Tim's Pizza. Dan is 5 feet , 9
inches tall, and " pretty sexy
looking in his shorts," according to the girls whom he has
greeted while on his "overcoat
raids. "
Chuck The Duck
KMSM
The men of Radio Station
KMSM proudly present Charles
T. Duck as their ca ndidate for
the honor of April Fool's queen.
"Chuck ", as he is affectionately
called by the guys, is a 1 foot,
7'" inch , downy white drake of
the domesticated variety , and
has been involv ed in a recent
scandal with Duckess of Winsor. Chuck is a member of the
Anatidae family and came to
Rolla after being stolen from
National Lampoon. Chuck lists
swimming, fishing , and flying
as his favorite hobbies, but
states that he detests hunting.
His favorite food is corn, and he
says the staff of KMSM
provides plenty of it for him.
When asked how he fe lt about
being selected as a candidate,
Chuck said , "It's not all that it 's
quacked-up to be ," " I think the
contest is Ducked-up," and a
whole bunch of other rotten
puns like that.
Balthazar Swizi nsky
The Miner
As this is the Birthday of its
most
infamous
weekly
columnist, the Miner feels that
the Birthday boy , Balthazar is
most fitted to become the April
Fool's Queen.
Bal began his writing career
on the walls of the third stall in
the Student Union at the age of
10 and was se lected to inherit
th~ column of " Dear Hortense"
when she passed from the scene
at the end of last year.
Balthazar receives dozens of
letters weekly from lonely

Zane Grey
The Citizens of Rolla
widows, sex-starved coeds, and
other weird people, and answers these letters with all the
grace of a pregnant elephant
and the compassion of Benito
Mussolini. Bal was exiled from
his hometown of Hinkley, Ohio
(w here the Buzzards come
from ) in 19'65, and crashed in
Rolla after a weekend at Six
Flags over Juarez. The Miner
feels Bal is the best suited for
the honor of queen, because he
is definately a " Queen's
queen ."

Kookie KratzelThe Student Onion Board
Kookie Kratzer will do just
about anything for a laugh,
including put in a day 's work as
director of the Student Onion.
Because of his warm personality, his friendly spirit, and
the fifty dollar bribe , the the
Student Union Boards feels onlv
Kookie could represent the
group in the Queen competItIOn.
Th e
list
of
Kookie's
achievements goes on as long as
a roll of toilet paper. While
Student Onion director he has
single-handedly been respon; sible for supplying the greas!
for the Grease Ball , hiring and
rehiring food tasters for the
snack bar, and installing the
nickle copying machine. It was
Kookie who was on guard duty
the night th e Christma s
decorations wer e sto len from
the outside of th e Onion
Building. Kookie is anxious ly
awa iting the completion of the
seco nd Phase of the new
Un iv ers it y ce nt er . When
compl eted, the new section will
house a new and better pla ce for
him to sleep.
A.U.M.R . Coed
WRIIA
Amelia Ursula Marcella
Raquel Coed (her friends call
her A.) is the stereotyped entry
of the Brothers of the Girls '
Dorm . A. is 5 feet , 3 inches tall ,
weighs 115 pounds , has
measurements of 36-25-34, and

Good Neighbor Sam
Office of Student Personnel
dreams a lot. A.is majoring in
Chern ical Engineering and
Physics, and is working on her
M.R.S. degree . In her spare
tim e, A. is involved with student
services for MRHA, and is a
prime receiver for the Miner
footb all team.
A. came to Rolla from her
home town of Butte, Montana ,
and is the only daughter of
Rancher (s he was only a cattieman 's daughter , but all the
horsemen knew her ). During
the summer months , A. works
on her Dad's ranch roping cattle
and cleaning stables. A.
someday hopes to become
either a game warden or a
motel manager , , and the girls
at WRHA think the title of
" Queen " will ~e most beneficial
in obtaining her goals .
Good Ne ighbor Sam
Office of Student Personnel
A man who stands up for
mom , Apple Pie, The Girl You
Left Behind, the Flag, and
Censorship can ' t be all bad , and
the men and women at the office
of Student Personnel feel they
have found such a man .in Good
Neighbor Sam. Sam was the
only son of a poor, but alcoholic
mother who later in his life
turn e d away from the evils of
drink to the church and im mediately became a religious
fanatic. Sam's father used to
reward
Sam
for
his
achievements by beating him .
Then Sam's life took a turn for
the better. He met a woman he
could look up to and the two of
them fell deeply in love a nd
marri ed, She ca me to RUM four
years ago after servi ng on the
New York State Board of
Censorship , and imm ediately
set a bout ridding RUM of its
"Rough and Tough" image . He
iss ued a memo to a ll student
organizations informing th e
groups that Bearcats do not
"s uck ", and that "a nyone
screwing Bears on this campus
will hav e to r ec kon with me ."

Kelly came to RUM after a
long stay of ven ue with the
Federal
Bureau
of
Invel'tigation. It is for hi s perseverance, strong will, and raw
courage in the face of parking
violators that the members of
the University Police Department nom'inate ·tilm lor (he
honored position of Queen, not
just because he used to be J.
Edgar Hoover's personal lacky.
While with the FBI, Kelly
specialized as a female inpersonator for the vice squad
and as "Duke" , a German
shepard in the Canine Corps.
Needless to say, Kelly became a
master of disguise .
While at RUM , Kelly has used
his make-up ski lls to investigate
parking vio lations . Among
campus disguises have been an
easy-o pening door at the
Library , a parking meter' on
Lot No.1 , and a good-looking
coed. No one knows exactly why
Kelly left the bureau, but
many feel it was because they
used J ames Stewart in " The
FBI Story " instead of_him. The
campus police feel that there is
no one more deserving to be
queen simply because Kelly had
so much practice at it.
Charlie Brown
UMR Theater Guild
The members of the UMR
Theater Guild present Charlie
Brown as their candidate for
April Fool 's Queen. Charlie is
one of the stars of the upcoming
musical " You 're A Good Man ,
Charlie Brown," which is
sponsored by the guild. The
show will be presented April 26
in the Student Union Ballroom .
Actually, Charlie was not the
first choice of guild in its
selection of a candidate, but
Snoopy was gone to Germany in
search of the Red Barron,
Schroeder was too busy playing
his piano, Patty was tied-up
with her jump rope , and Linus
was involved in writing his new
book , " Hapiness Is a Warm
Thumb." Lucy declined the
nomination stating that she
would ra th er "pursue my
natural beauty."
The Members of the UMR
Theater Guild know that
Charlie Brown could never win
the title of queen, even if he
were the only one in the competition . The members of the
UMR Theater Guild know that
Charlie Brown will never win
anything. But they thought it
would be a sneaky way to get a
plug for the show_ <That's April
26 in the Student Union
Ballroom )
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Dear Marley,
I would just like to tell you
and all of the wonderful people
who were at our recent ripoff
session that I enjoyed meating
them all very much. Especially
the students. Oh and you can tell
that lady that bastioned Dr.
Richmore that I am behind her
all the way .
Byyyyeeeee,
hertz Tricksky Trucker,
Dr. PhD. B.S . MS.
TEc. Etc.
Dear Mrs. Trucker, or I mean
Dr. Mrs. Trucker or I mean Mrs
Dr. Chairman Trucker, I mean
. oh to hell with it,
Thank you very much for the
kind words. I ' m sure that the
faculty and students who attended the meeting enjoyed
your very moving speech ; all
three words.
I would appr eciate it if you
would pass on my humble
thanks to Judge Broody and Dr.
Mr. Richford. We hope that you
can come again at UMR and
visit us.
Dear Dr. Baker,
Sir: I would just like to tell
you that the Campus Fertilization Committee has
succeeded in fertilizing the
Mall. As per your instructions
we got the job done over break
while the students and faculty
were gone.
Not to be out of order, but
could you please tell us why you
wanted this job done only 6
week before the mall gets tore
all to hell!
Sincerely,
Ben R. Sponoushy,
B&GHead
Dear Mr. Head,
As you know the Mall
Eutrophication Committee has
set the date of June 1 as the
pickup, ur kickoff -date for the
Mall Beautification Plans to
c(}mmense. Therefore, the job
was accomplished 8 weeks
before the 'i mprovements begin,
not 6 weeks, Please stand
corrected.
Oh by the way. Would you quit
letting your boys come to the
Chancellor's Mansion so early.
My wife, the Chancellor, does
not lfke to be disturbed before 9
a .m . Thank You, Meryle.

Dear Meryle,
What is this I hear about you
a nd
somebody
named
Tricksky?
The Chancellor
Dear Chancellor Baker,
I would like to assure you that
there is no validity to them.
Why I didn't even know that Dr.
Mrs. Trucker'S nickname was
Tricksky.
Dear Dr. Baker ,
. I am professor here at UmR
a_nd have gQ,tten the royel scru
job by the UMR Ma nure
Committee. I have been on the
faculty here now for 37 years
and have recently been granted
an open ended contract.
The open end is dated this
coming May 16. I was told by
the Head Manure Man at UMR
Prof Omar J. Wazoo that
would be granted Manure this
Spring by the Administration.
What did I do wrong?
Johan W. Wipet, Instructor
Dear Mr. Wipet,
I am sure that there has been
some
misunderstanding ,
probably on your part. If you
will check page 18 section H par
13 sentence

i

Dear Mr. Wipet,
I am sure that there has been
some
misunderstanding ,
probably on your part. If you
will check page 18 section H par
13 sentence 7 of the Ummer ,
Bummer Manure Rules you will
see that you should not have
wri tten this letter to me but to
the Committee on Manure .
I would like to add that this
will probably be a waste of your
time because unless you have
Manure here at the Greatest
Engineering School West of the

d empty P

Snake Creek you can not make
an appea l to the proper Committee. It is felt that this is only
fair and democratic. Don 't you
agree ?

~rown at the
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Dear Dr. Baker,
I thought that I would drop
you a card to let you know that
your new triple breasted navy
blue sear sucking jacket and
mod flare chartrues double
pocketed fringed pants are
ready for you to pick up .
Harry's Harange
for Heads
Harry:
Please don't do this again. I
wanted everyone to think my
clothes were designed just for
me . Next time call me about 9
p.m . at my place, alright?
Dear Meryle,.
Why are you righting this
column this week. I thought that
Hortense was going to be back.
Bal
Dear Bal ,
I really didn't want a nyone to
know but all of my friends
came over the other night and
well we got to talking and the
three of us decided that I should
let the truth out. Yes, I Meryle,
am Hortense.
Dear Meryle,
Please come home . Your
Father and I forgive you. We
have talked to the minister and
he says that everything will
work out fine . The girl can go
some place and get "it" done.
Love,
Mr. and Mrs. Backer
Confidential to Korky: Next
time try asking not telling.
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ACTUALLY
This was,-supposed to be
an advertisement for

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

Take a Turkey
Break
But somehow we lost the copy
for the ad

Dear Meryle,
Where is our orifice going to
be this week?
YOI' Secra tery
Dear Your Secretary,
I have just checked with the
Campus Renovation ,
Desecration and Ostentation
Committee and they have
assured me that our office will
be located in the Old Met
building for the next two weeks
due to the improvements being
made on our old office.
I would like also to say that I
have formed a Committee to
look onto the compalints by thP.
students that they are having
problems
finding
ad
ministrative offices on campus.
The Committee will be led by
Dr. Joyse Allan Boydwa who id
a noted psychologist. His offices
are located in Columsbas Hall
on the UMC campus for con·
venience of the Students.

Call your Favorite
Turkey with one of
our Turkey Calls

and
we had to fill the space with this.

By next week,
we should have found the ad,

904 Pine

KENMARK
Sporting Good

and we will run it then
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On ion Finds MR .HA Revolting
Dandy Da rn Leads Dormants

Civil War broke out Tuesday,
as the residents of MRHA house
5 declared their independence
from the Student Union. Rocks
and empty paper cups were
thrown at the member s of the
Student Union Board as they
hurri ed through an angry crowd
which had gathered outside the
Union Building to an emergen cy
meeting called by their
President, Walter Herbsme nn.
A spokesman for the rebels,
Dandy Darn Hankey, said that
the rebels demand ed low er
prices for Dr. Pepper, and more
ping-pong tables in the game
room. Mr. Hankey believes that
the " Dormant s" , as the rebels
call themsel ves, could fare
better on their own.' Herbsmenn's press secretar y,
Loretta Pennock said that the
" Dorman ts' " demand s were
out of the question, and that the
rebels were free to try to do
anything they want, provided
they didn't take pal't in any

Union functions.
The Dorman ts believe that
they are right , and they are
going to great lengths to prove
it. As rebels, they must now
forgo the long-tim e favorite
pastime of other MR.HA
residents ; the Sunday movies.
Hankey says that his staff will
substitut e Walt Disney cartoons
for the movies , to be shown in
the Dorm basemen t. Another
pleasure that the Dormant s will
have to do without is the color
TV, and therefore, "Star Trek".
Hankey believes that the rebels
will be able to fill the gap with
the reading of inspirati onal
poems and the Singing of
patriotic songs. Such songs
include the once banned,
"Dormie of My Dreams" , and
the ever inspirati onal, "99
Bottles" .
The first action in the conflict came when Michael Mitchell, a resident of the
rebellious house was refused a

ping pong paddle at the candy
counter. He later told a
reporter , "They wouldn 't give
me one just because all the
tables were full. " " Gosh , " he
went on, "j was going to play on
the floor." The candy counteress had had no reply ready.
Wi th the house already on the
verge of rebellion, this was
enough to push to the restless
Dormant s into action. Within an
hour , the Union was surrounded
by angry students chanting
slogans and yelling cheers like
" Divided we stand, and
Unioned we fall", and " ping
pong is an American game"
Overall, the situation is not
out of control. Governor Bakker
has not yet had to call out the
ROTC to enforce his newly
declaired sheriff's law. All involved students are asked to
remain off the streets so that
only the innocent will be caught
out in the street fighting which
is expected tomorrow.
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New Tra nsm itte r Spr ead s
KRUD All Ove r Rolla Are a
KRUD, the Major Misery
radio station, has received
student approva l and the
financia l means to purchas e
new equipme nt. The new
device, known as a transmit ter,
will enable KRUD to broadcas t
to cars in the ME parking lot.
Billy Tittee, station manager
of KRUD , expresse d his appreciation to the student body ,
and described the importan ce
the new transmit ter will bring
to KRUD. Of primary importance is "the fact that
students driving in the South
Campus area will be able to
receive KRUD on their car
radios.
'uur transmitter will enable them to hear
KRUD in the S.U. as well as
along State Street from 12th to
13th."
Titte told the Missery that the
'station will expand its program
'schedule in order to better serve
'the student body with its new
'transmi tter. "On Friday and
:Saturda y nights KRUD will
Ibroadcast until 2 a.m. the hour
'when the coeds turn into

Answers
The following are the answers
to the ql!estions which appear
on page 14.
1. Glass
2. Abortion clinic.
3. Conversation piece.
4. 69.
5. Cherry cobbler.
6. Hi, men.

~----~--~--------~

So! A highly complelC
theory stated in
the simples t of
terms! Even you
cannot be more

pumpkin s.?" Program ming for
the additional two hours will
consist of two segments . From
midnight till 1 a.m. KRUD will
air "The Enderso n-Alvin Ego
Trip" , a treasury of insignificant moments in comedy
and music. Later on in the
evening KRUD will soothe your
jangled nerves with the sound of
Bill Tittee gargling, and singing
Italian operettas in the shower.
Tittee stated that "the
acquisition of our new transmitter brings your student
:station one step closer to its
goal of bringing KRUD to the
en~ire Rolla commun ity.

.. TIle world is a
roll-on applica tor
in a celesti al
bottle at'
spiritua l

Let
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deodor ant.

If you we re limited to just five books,
which would you choose?
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KRUD Program Poll
Super-Spooky KRUD radio, the finest radio station in the north
end of the old cafeteria, proudly presents the 1972 KR UD poll. All of
the KRUDy jocks got together to make up this poll and we need
your help . In order to have an excuse when someone complains to
us about our programming, we have to have something to fall back
on, and what we fall back on is this yearly poll.
. Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability
and return the poll to KRUD, or save time and throw it in the
wastebasket yourself .
1. When do you listen to KRUD?

--When we're on the air
--When we ' re off the air
2. How do you listen to KRUD?
--While I' m asleep
--While I'm awake
--With a radio
3. Why do you listen to KRUD?
- O u t of boredom
- O u t of interest
--Because I don't believe it's really happening
4. How many hours a week do you listen to KR U D?
~·5

--5-10
- - 1 0-20
- - 2 0·50
- - 5 0-100
--100-586'12
--586'12-2,000
--2,000-5,000
----OVer 5,000
5. Who do you think should get Top Billing?
------Glen .Enderson
--Daryl Alvin
- - A l l of the Above
--None of the Above

12. What do you enjoy most about KRUD sports broadcasts?
- -Colorful naration
--Accurate Scoring
- .--Mispronounced Names
--The sound of the crowd yelling
13. How do you think KRUD should use its fee increase?

--Spend it
--Buy ITT stock

FM

14. After having filled out this poll, do you feel t·hat your answers
represent the views of other people? Of yourself?
--Yes, Yes
- .--Yes, No
--No, No
- - I don't know, I don 't know
--Maybe, Maybe
- - I hope so, no
'-. --Yes, I guess
--No, Yes
--Yes, I don't know
--No, Maybe
--Yes, Maybe
--No, I don't know
--Maybe, I don't know
--Who cares?, Yes
- - I guess, Who 'cares?
--Maybe, I guess
- - I guess, No
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KRUD Now Covers A Larger

6' \

Area Than Ever Before

7:(
7:1
7: <
8: I

at

9:(
9:(
9:

6. What type of Music do you prefer?
----rock
----rock
----rock
----rock
----rock
----rock
----rock '
----rock
----rock
--silence

1:3
1:3
1:3
2:0
on

3:0
6:0
6:3
7:0
9:3,

7. What type of news do you prefer? '
--{;oOO news
--Bad news
- - N o news at all
--News that's read by someone who can talk
8. What type of NEW show would you like to see on KR U D?
--Variety
--News
--Music
--Comedy
- - I didn't know KRUD was a television station
8.

6:30
7:00

& . Who is your Favorite KRUD personality?

- - B i l l Tittee
--{;Ien Enderson
--Daryl Alvin
--Looney Lou
--Simple Sarah
~hers too Numerous to mention

10. How many samples of simple Sarah Sample could a Simple
Sarah Sampler sample if a simple Sarah Sample could sample
Simple Sarah Samples simply?
--Huh?
--2
--4
----6

11 . Number the following from 1 to 10 in order of preference:
- -Mljsic
--News
. --Featur'es
. - - Sports Broadcasts
--Interviews
--Dead Air
--Feed Back
--{;iggling
--Studdering
--Call Letters

ago

This map shows the area that KRUD, the super-spooky
voice of the University of Misery now covers after recer
remodeling and increases in power output.
Drop by our stuciios and give us a listen sorne time.

And remember .... Don 't miss the Thursday morning show , where
Enderson and Alvin answer the weekly question - " Is the I . Q . of the
staff of KRUD really only 55.8?"

7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:15
1:30
1:35
2:00
2:301
3:00

No .
"Pre

4:00
SingS
and J
6:001
8:30p
9:00
BUlga
9:30 ~
10:00
Gate~

10:30
11:001
gO, to
12:00
12:02·
1:00 ~

KRUD Programming Schedule
For The Week Of April 1
WEDNESDAY

AD IN THE GROUND RADIO
MONDAY
6:30 a.m. - Calisthenics with Leoney Lou
Deep Knee Bends
7:00 a.m. - Ukrainian Language Hour: Local News and comment
7: 15 a.m. - Yesterday's weather in review
7:30 a.m . - Breakfilst Report: Eggs
8:;; a.m. - The Enderson· Alvin Good Time Hour (recorded live
at Bernie Swatrz's wake)
9:00 a.m. - Technical Difficulties
9:06 a.m. -Music with Honk, the Wonder Goose
9: 15 a.m. - Sign-off
1:30 p.m. - Sign-on
1:33 p.m. - Technical Difficulties
1: 35 p.m. - Know Your Tools. Today: the Vise
2: 00 p.m. - This Is Rella, A City of Mira·cles. Bill Tittee takes you
on an entertainif.lg whirl of all of Rolla's hock shops.
3:08 )t.m. - KRUD music
6:00 p.m. - Evening News with Gloria Giggle
6: 30 p.m . - The weather in depth
7:00 p.m. - Miner Requests
9:30 p.trI. - Focus. A panel discussion on the role Df Bismuth in the
production of pressed glass.
10 :30 p.m . -On Stage. The ZiDnistof Venice
11 :30 p.m. - The Eleven O'clock report
12:00 mn. - Heritage Hour. Tonight : Motzart's "Requiem for
Critical Masses"
1:00 a.m. - National Anthem . Verse 3

TUESDAY
A Salute To Poland
6:30 a.m. - Calisthenics with Looney Lou
Running in Place
7:00 a.m. - News Report : What happened 25 years and 50 years
ago today .
7:30 a.m. Sun Report
8:00 a.m. - Rain Report
8:30 a.m . - Cloud Roundup
9:00 a.m. - Discover Poland
9: 15 a.m. Sign Off
.
1:30 p.m. - Sign On
1: 35 p.m . - Poland: A land of Enchantment, ALand of Plenty
2:00 p.m. - This is Warsaw
2:30 p.m. - Poland : Shoe Capital of the wDrld
3:00 p.m . - Polish Masterwork Hour : Zoltan Lumsza 's Symphony
No. 156 in G Minor, "The Textile Mill" , and Myrclaw Binka 's
"Pr.elude to the · Afternoon of a Lathe Worker ."
4: 00 p.m. - Polish Celebrity Hour: Popul·a r singer Lily SJivovitz
sings songs of Old Poland. Anton Valows~i on the 17·string sickle
and Janes Marek on the oil drums .
6:00 p.m. - Evening News in Brief
8:30 p.m. - History of Poland : The Invention of Pipe Cleaners
9: 00 p.m. - The Big Pact. 1969 Warsaw Pact Maneuvers in I
Bulgaria , featuring mass saluting .
9:30 p.m. - Technical Diffic\Jlties
10:00 p.m. - The Polish CDrridor : Avenue tD the Future , or
Gateway to Progress?
10:30 p.m. 11 :00 p.m. go, to wish,
12:00 mn. 12 : 02: - ,
1:00 a.m. -

The Eleven O'clock report
Language Hour: The Polish Irregular verb, to be, to
Famous Polish Military Conquests
·Famous Polish Defeats
National Anthem

6:30 a.m. - Calesthentics with Looney Lou
Bend and Touch
7:00 a.m . - News and Loss of Audio reception
7:30 a.m. - The weekly Weather Roundup
8:00 a.m. - MilD Lunch 's Original Anti ·Semitic Hour
9:00 a.m . - Music with Chuck
9: 15 a.m. - Sign Off
1:30 a.m. - Sign On
1:35 p.m. - Great Moments in Table Tennis
2:00 p.m. - Special Report : The Tire Shortage
3:00 p.m. - Know Your Tools: Today , the Phillips Screw Driver
3:30 p.m . - Caring for your Faucets
4:00 p.m. - Ballet : Live frDm Moscow, the Bolshoi . This afternoon,
Tchaikovsky's "Homage to Lenin Overture "
5: 00 p.m. - World History Rtlport : Sir Francis Drake and the
Defeat of the American Armada .
5: 30 p.m . - Evening News
6: 30 p.m. - Sports in Review
7: 00 p.m . - Miner Requests
7: 30 p.m. - Miner Refusals
8: 00 p.m . - The Eleven O'clock Report
8:30 p.m . - Medical Report: Scientists link cancer to American
Radio broadcasts.
9: 30 p.m. - Dramatic Reading Hour: " Das Kapital", Young Karl
Marx discovers that labor is exploited but is puzzled by the inactiDn
of the workers in the face of oppression by the bourgeoisie.
10 : 30 p.m. - The Enderson· Alvin Fun -in -the-Night Show (A live
broadcast from room 317 of Holiday Inn)
1:00 a.m . - Calisthenics with Looney Lou
Verse 1 and 2

THURSDAY
6:30 a.m. - National Anthem . Jumping Jacks
7:00 a.m . - News and Static
7:30 a.m . - Weather Preview
7:45 a.m. - Breakfast Serenade
8:00 a.m . - Kitchen Hints : HDW tD ·make tangy Paper Fritters
8: 15 a.m . - World History Report : The Significance of the
Ameri can defeat at Waterloo.
8:45 a.Ift. - The Simple Sarah Sampled Show . T-oday's guests in clude Tr icky Tril!( le Tucker, an.d Marvelous Meryle the Pearl.
9: 15 a.m . - Sign off
1: 30 p.m. - Sign on
1: 35 p.m . - Special Report: The landing of ttle first pl/!n.e totally
designed and built by the Aeronautical Engineeri~ Department.
(Live from Rolla National Airport)
2: 00 p.m . - RefuelinQ and Take-off
2: 30 p.m. - Gardening Hints: The Hidden Grocery Store in Your
back yard.
3:00 p.m. - This is Rolla , A City Of Miracles . Bill Tittee takes you
Dn an exasperating round Df the red light district of Waynesville .
4:00 p.m. - KRUD Music
6:00 p.m . - Evening News with technicle difficulties
7:08 p.m. - Music Extravaganza : Live from Arby's-on-the-Loop in
Chicago , the finals of the Four Seasons Sound Alike Contest . Final
match is between the Jackson 5 and the Osmorrds.
9: 00 p.m. - the Enderson-ALvin Great Interview Series: Tonight
Glen and Daryl talk with Daryl and Glen , and talk with Daryl and
Glen and talk w ith Daryl and Glen ...
10:00 p.m . - Music Hour . The Tanzanian SQlidarity Bongo Tr·io
Eleven O'clock Report
11: 00 p.m. - The
11 :00 p.m. - Ll:Illabies for Sleepy Miners
1:00 a.m. - National Anthem . To sing along , dial 341 -6273

FRIDAY
KR UD goes Stereo Day
6: 30 a.m. - Calisthenics with Looney Lou
Squat.thrusts .
7: 00 a.m. - Speech by Bill Tittee, station manager of Krud, explain ing how listeners will get twice as much KRUDas pefore.
\
7: 15 a.m. - First Stereo Broadcast. KR UD goes stereo!
7: 18 a.m. - Transmitter failure
1:30 p.m. - Sign on . KRUD goes mbno!
1:35 p.m. - Putting ~w Life In Your Brooms
2:00 p.m. - Medical Report: The Hidden Pharmacy in your
medicine chest .
2:30 p.m. - Know Your Tools . Today: The post-hole digger
3:00 p.m. - Transmitter Failure
5:57 p.m . - Back on the air . KRUD goes 10 watts peak power!
6:00 p.m. - Evening News and campus social calendar •
6:30 p.m . - Highway Patrol Road Safety Program : Caring for
your corns; Avoiding nasty spills .
.7:00 p.m. - KR UD Weekend Rock
8: 09 p.m. - Transmitter Failure KRUD goes!
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Korkie's Kouncilrama
FROM PAGE 4

KorKJe pondered the situation
with a certain koolness that
merely recked the heavy ordor
of Garlic. Somehow I knew what
his reply would be I

" But wait a minute Easter
Break hasn 't even been yet.
How could that have helped
you ?"

"Why, of course , I do you
nincum poop! "

"Stop interrupting!! ! Now
where was I, oh yes, it seems
that while slaving down here on
some heavy books, I watched
the B and G boys actually doing
some work----fertilizing the
Quad. What is so special about
that your were about to a'sk ?
Well within two months the
Quad will be destroyed by the
Campus Beautification Jocks to
make way for our new Concrete
Conglomerate and any time the
Band G boys are found working
instead of taking a soda or
coffee break you just know
something is up."
"SO? "

"But Korkie , isn 't there
somthing I can do to make you
change your mind ?"
"Not a chance, types linger !"
"Okay, I guess you leave me
no alternative but to-------------"
"Oh, no Not
Renigade! ! ! ! "

the

RUM

" That's right Korkie. The jig
is up . Your Goose is cooked.
Your Role and Scope is a
loser! "
"Mother
figure
me
Renigade ?"

how did you
out ,
RUM

"Well Kork, it was ,~uring
Easter Break Whennn--

"Well the key klue lied in your
letter sent out to all the Profs
that yo u planned an all out
seizure of their classrooms
when you returned from your St
Silverstein resort town in
Florida! "

" All Right RUM Renigade I
give up. I promise to change my
ways !"

'.

Archie, (remember Archie?)
knew that everything was going
to be all right. Once Korkie gets
on the right track that is to say.
Take for instance , Kork ies
involvement with the Misery
Studnut Lobby in Columbia.
Surely his position of Treasurer
was something to reflect on his
firm fraternity training. All
came out smoothly in the end---it always does with Exlax--The
Kounci lrama approved the
Open House Policy with the
provision of "open doors " left
out.

'.

Den
.-

"All I want to know is can we
LOCK THE DOOR WITH THE
NEW Open House Policy or are
we going to allow nasty voyeurs
to come around on tiptoes and
peek in on us. "

Foo

What is wrong with this picture? Answer on page 18.

~

... ................................. ... ............................. , .'........................'.
'

"

Pick A Pair.
Miner Sta;f Openings
The Missouri Miner is currently
accepting applications for the
following positions:

Editor
Business Manager
Graphics Editor and Assistant
Sports Editor and Assistant
Photo Editor
News Editor and Assistant
Advertising Director
Circulations Director
Editorial Assistants
Writers
Photographers
These positions will be filled
for the 1972-73 school year
Applications are available at
the Miner Office, Room 204 T -14.
Deadline for application is
April 15.
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The latest in frame styles from all
over the world. That's just
one of the advantages of selecting
your eyeglasses at Pearle
Vision Center. At Pearle Vision
Center you r prescription wi ll
be filled by people who know what
they're doing , and love it.
People who won't settle for something " pretty good." And in
addition to utmost quality, attention to detail, and the latest
fashion-Pearle Vision Center
gives you good solid value for
your mon ey .

And Pearle Vision Center also
provides complete, professional
eye-examinations to assure
you of precise, visual corrections.
What else would you expect
from The Perfectionists.
When you need glasses, come visit
The Perfectionists. And get
the sty le that's perfect for you.
The Perfectionists.

PEARLE

VlSI<!>NCENTER

110 W. 8th Street, Rolla

Dr. A. Bina, Optometrist

®

Denis Crapm.
i is
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lacement and Propaganda Office Releases Statistics
The RUM Placem ent and
Propaganda Committee has
juSt let out the statistics on the
job securance for the May
graduating class . I asked the
head of the Committee Mr. R.E.
Ject how the committee arrived
at the decisions so early in the
semester. He told me that due to
the exceptional economic
sitation of the country this year
and with th e quality of RUM
graduates

the P lacement office has been
able to place 169 per cent of all
seniors gra duating.
Th e amazing foreSight , in sight , and hindthought of Mr .
Ject led me to the conclusion to
not ask him why they had 169
per cent. But, before I had a
chance to ask another question ,
Mr . Ject told me that they
reason we had such a good luck
in getting jobs was th at thr ee
guys went through seven times

- Denis Crapman Wins
Fools Queen Title

Denis Crapman, winner of the 1972 April Fool
Queen
competition, is shown here closing one of his busines'i deals.

In an upset victory, Denis
Crapman took first place in the
Major Misery April Fool 's
Queen competition .. Not only
was Denis a dark horse in the
race, but he wasn't even an
official entry in the contest. But
due to the overwhelming
nwnbers of write-in votes, the
official judges had to yield, and
grant the honor to Denis.
Denis was sponsored in the
contest by hi mself , Denis
Crapman . He was also the official RUM representative .
Denis was born the only son of a
ticker-tape machine and a
business tycoon. Denis began
his business career by selling
lemonade at 5 cents a glass, and
an antidote to the lemonade at
5 dollars a glass. Later in his
life, at about the age of 12, he
went door-to-door selling
subscriptions to
Ilon-existant
magazine, and during high
SChool, Denis invented th e
empty hall vending machine
that would not return a person 's
money. Denis graduated and
came to RUM as a student. He
graduated in 1969 with a degree
in Engineering Management.
While at RUM, Denis served a
term as an officer in his eating
club and became known to his
friends as the "Great Oil Filter
Tycoon."

a

Professional Advice for Career
Entrapment". Unfortunately ,
the business went defunct when
the students of RUM found out it
would cost them more money
for SPACE to find them a job
than they ' would make in a
month and a half of work. Denis
now spends his time selling
stock in ITT.

and' aiso that the Chancellor'S
ot lIce haa a Chance to check all
figures before they were made
public,
Though this is not out of the
ordinary for RUM I asked
Mr. Ject what he thought about
last year's staticstics. He told
me that the 98 per cent figure
was as accura te as his
secretarys could calculate. He
said that anyone who got
rej ec ted by mor e than 9 companies was counted as getting a
job because as he put it "We
have done as much as we can
do. The situation is bad but that
is not our prob le m. We didn't
ask those guys to graduate." I
asked what Mr. Ject thought of
the decrease enro llm ent this
coming year a nd he sa id that
once th.e guys graduating find
out that they really don't have
a job they 'll come back and get
some more. I asked him what
they would go back and get
more of. Surely he didn't mean
girls since the enrollment of
girls is so low . "Look here son, I
mean more degrees. Why four
years from now we will be the
~ nl y school in the United States
that will graduate nothing by
PhD.'s."
I told Mr. Ject that this would
seem to be a problem. At the
present time there are more Ph.
d . 's without jobs than you can
shake a stick a t. He said"Look
here you, what do I care as long
as I do my job. Why I have been
sitting down here in his office
drinking coffee and sh'ooting the
shit with these here interviewers for longer than you
have been drinking beer. Why
every day when the secretary
opens the door I even come out
to let the students see me a!,
they try to sign up for com
panies. What more than this cal,
you ask of a placement
director." Seeing that this could
get out of hand, (especially
when he stand there laughing ) I
asked what methods he would
use in the future to make sure
that every student got a chance
to sign up for a company he
wanted to. He told me: "We plan
to carry on the same very good
techniqnes that we have been

One of the 2 per cent unemployed RUM graduates explains
his situation to a dubious R. E. Jed.
in what area it was lacking a nd
us in g this past year. We a lso
that he would try to straighten
plan to extend this so that
things out. So I told him that the
someone wanting to sign up for
office was lackmg in leadership
a company real bad can come
of a competent Director and he
in three days in advance.
saId that he didn't know what
'However, he must wait no less
that word competent meant. I
th a n 4 hours in line. If not, then
told him that the assistants that
this shows that he doesn't want
helped there were far from
the job very bad and he
being any help to the students.
automatically is not included in
That most of the time they just
our list of people getting jobs."
give you hate stares and won't
I told him that this seemed
tell you someth ing that yo u ask
very ludicrous but he told me
them about. He said that they
that it gave good job statistics
were the best on campus, Hand
for placement propaganda. This
picked by himself a nd Meryle
seemed to be the case for last
Backer . I to ld him that the
year I pointed out a nd he told
method of signing up left a lot to
me that they had used a simi lar
be desired. He told me that it
procedure to figure last years'
was the only fair way to do it.
statis tics . Mr . Ject said : " Last
sa id that if you want to get a job
year we took every guy that got
you hav e to work at it.
a job, that came out to be 121 out
Therefore setting there from 6
of 479. To this we added all of
a.m. til 1 p.m. was ol)ly fair
the guys that got drafted
wasn 't it? I declined to offer the
because they had a job. Then we
answer. At this point I saw that
added all of the guys who have
there was no sense in making
already graduated but ha ve
anymore complaints.
written the placement office to
see about any other opFor a final question I asked
portunities that might be ,
Mr. Ject what he thought would
. available. To this we migh"t add
be the best method for someone
the total enrollment 01, Summer school and that gave us a ' to get a job. That is, one who did
"ot like the job he was alread)< .
total Number of persons gettin!(
gotten through the placemen t
a job."
'
rlffice, since everyone has been
I told him mat t/us seem eo
to be not the best indicator of placed. He said "Come back
next year , The placement office
total persons graduating getting
is here to help you , Our exjobs. He told me to try t,9
perienced help is always
sometime. I told him that I had
and that personally I found the available to help you solve your
Placement Office lacking in ' employment problem. My office
is always open . ' ~
some areas. He said to tell him

DON'T BE AN APRIL FOOL!!
Come & See us at

T.J.

Room & Board rate for academic year 72-73
'1150 00
Summer rate only 825000
Live in a fully air-conditioned building with good
food and a swimming pool!

When Denis graduated, he
found the job market to be
Slightly less than what he had
hoped it to be. In fact , it was
totten. So Denis got together
With several of his friends in the
World of Big Business, and
for med a job placement
65401
organization called "SPACE "
202 W 18th
Rolla,
364-5766
"hich stood for " S~Ip.I : .. . ~.~
" ~._~.~_~_~"II!f_~_I!I_I!I_j.~.~__
~.~"~.fII!_II!.~~~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

lhomas Jefferson Residence Hall
Mo.

r J'_&J o '
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Want
To Live Somewhere

M.E. Dept Develops Ne\N Camera
lilis model not for sale
For demonstration purposes only

Where You Can Really
Get To Know People?

interchangeable hair.
long or short. 29 colors
Push button power zoom
- for smooth close -ups

models (without girl)
from $69.50

Behind the lens

head tilts. pans.
swivels and nods
warning signal in eye
indicates overexposure

this model not available
with ,mustache

The fo
from Dr. J
fIndings:
"Consi!
completely rem ova ble

electronic ci rcuitry
builds in success .

parallax corrected_
900 mm. Extends to 975 mm.
Accepts D cup accessories

COME TO

BA
*

MEET NEW FRIENDS

measure 8 inches
above this line
for mini-skirt attachment

*

"OW RENTING
(THE UPPER LEFT CORNER)

*

legs extend and form
Biped to support body

will not show

IT'S THE "IN"SPOT

edict
Residence Hall

The Mechanical Engineering Department has just announced the development of a new 8 mm movie camera
designed for home and office use. The super 8 camera,
developed after many nights, will be marked by the Waloo
Camera and Gaget Company beginning about June 1.
The idea for the camera came from a paper written by a
student after the student had·spent 6 weeks in Rolla between
vacations . It was the idea of the designer that the camera
should be easily manipulated in a variety of positions.
Through simple body design, and lightweight framework,
this eas mani ulation can be acheived b even the clumsiest

of movie makers. A special feature of the photographic
system is the use of several "pressure stimulated" areas that
will activate the vital internal mechanisms with only a slight
amount of finger pressure. No longer will operators have to
grope and fondle for the right button.
But the most outstanding aspect of the new camera is its
remarkable image reproduction abilities. It is hoped that the
automatic electronic diaphram system will make it impossible for too much light to penetrate the lense, thus
ruining the film by overexposure.

ONE FOR THE ROllD
Take the Hitch out of Hiking
in Jeans shoes
by

'~1b..cAn..

When you fe ready
tor the open road YI"lI fe
ready tor Thom MeAn s new
leans .. hoes Because they get you where
you wanllo go In comtor! and style In hghlwe.ghl
suede or glove soli feathers In hetty rugged longweanng soles In
earthy lace·uo pallerns In all SOrlS 01 colors Have one lor the road
With Thom MeAn Jeans shoes IUSllor the lun al l' Only $00 00

Family Shoe Store
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Flopper Stopper Held Under Scrutiny

Spring Fever Invades RUM

Str~pless Theory Holds Up To Pressure

Rolla Area Quarantined

University of Missouri - Rolla
Civil Engineering Department
today
announced
a
-revolutionary new
breakthrough in the field of
structural engineering. Dr .
Kniple published his findings on
"A Stress Analysis of a
Strapless Evening Gown, with
Impact Loading " , which
revealed the scientific theory
behind the supports of the gown.
After extensive investigation ,
Dr . Kniple developed the
concise formula , A(D), equals
T<B ) - M(A) plus H(M)

The UMR infirmary was hit
by an outbreak of the dreaded
virus apatheticus last Tuesday.
Senior phYSician Elrod Cadaver
termed the outbreak "one of the
most serious I have ever en countered in my three weeks of
medical practice. " Students
were lined up for three blocks
outside the ramshackle in firmary waiting to fill out the
numerous forms necessary for
admission . Three Students died
quicker than you could say
" Blue Cross-Blue Shield ."

y

Censored
The followmg IS an excerpt
from Dr . Kniple's revolutionary
findings :
"Consider a elemental strip
of cloth isolated as a free body
in the area of plane B of Figure
1. The two tangential forces are
equal and opposite, but the
force W, weight of the dress is
. not balanced by an upward
force V, because there is no
cloth above plane B. to supply
the necessary stress. Thus the
algebraic
summation
of
the horizontal forces , equals
zero, but the sum of the vertical
forces is not zero. Therefore
this elemental strip is not in
equilibrium , but it is imperative
for social reasons that the strip
be in equalibrium. If the fem ale
is naturally blessed with sufficient pectoral development,
she can s uppl y this ver y vital
force, and maintain the strip in
equilibrium . If she is not,
the engineer has to supply this
force by a rtificia l means.
" In som e ins ta nces , th e
engineer has made use of
fri ction to suppl y the force . Th e
fri ction force is expressed by
F equ a ls uN , where th e
frictional force , u the coeffi cient
of friction , and the N the normal
force acting perpendicularly to
F . Dr . Knipl e conducted
numerous experiments to
determine an average value of
u. He determin e d for a given
female and a given dress , u is a
constant.
Therefore , in order to increase
F , N must be increased . One
obvious method of in creasing
the normal force is to make the
di ameter of the dress less than
tha t of the femal e 'at this point.
See figur e 2 ' This ha s th e
disadv a nt age of c a us in g the
fibers along line c to collapse,
and if too much force is applied,
the we arer will experi ence
di scomfort.
" As if the problem were not
complex enough , some females
require that the bac k of th e
gown be lowered .to increase the
exposure and correspondingly
a ttract more attention. In this

J\..
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case the horizontal forces 1 and
F2 are no longer acting
horizontally , but are a cting
downward at an angle T.
Therefore there is a total
downward force equal to the
weight of the dress below B plus
the magnitude of the vector
summation of Tl and T2 . This
vector sum increases in
magnitude as the back is
lowered because F equals 2T in
a , and the angle a increases as
the back is lowered .
" If the actual force supplied
is di vided by the minimum
for ce that is necessary to hold

the dress up , the resulting
quotient is called the Margin of
Safety . A compromise must be
maintained between a heav y
framework and a low factor of
safety.
"Since these evening gowns
are worn to dances , an
occasional horizontal force ,
shown in figure , can be applied, causing impact 100uling,
which compresses all the fibers
of the beam. This compress
tends to cancel the tension in
fibers be tween e a nd b, but
increases compression between
c and d. "

Dr . Cadaver des cribed the
symptoms of "spring fever " as
the disease is popularly known.
The first stage is a general
feeling of laziness . The victim
begins to sleep for inordinate
amounts of time, often during
classes, if he attends them.
During this period the virus is
establishing itself in the body of
the host. The illness quickly
moves into the more serious
stages . Sufferers of spring
fever, can often be seen sitting
around on the grass on campus,
mo ving only when absolutely
necessary. Other victims may
be found on the golf course, or
the baseball fields .
Spring fever is fatal in nearly
all cases, as it kills the grade

point avera!;" of the stricken
person. It is indeed unfortunate
that
modern
medical
technology has found no cure
for the dreaded spring fever. It
is a cyclical disease that
sweeps college campuses each
vp~r

In a few very serious, but
luckily rare instances, spring
fever can lead to the horrors of
" burn-out." The victum of burnout suffers from spring fever
the entire year. His attention
span drops to about ten seconds.
Ambition and achievement both
go to zero. So far , no cases of
burn-out have been deteCted by
Dr . Cadaver, due chiefly to the
fact that he has not read past "A
is for Apple" in his Medicine
Made Simple textbook which he
checked out from the rare book
section of the RUM library.
Tastee D. Light, the head
nurse at the infirmary, has beel!
hospitalized with a severe case
of spring fever, so some of the
paperwork is beginning to pile
up . This in turn means that
patients are not receiving
proper care, since the infirmary
operates on a priority system.
Filling out forms, which begins
with a F comes before Treatment of patients in alphabetical
order. As Dr. Cadaver is fond of
saying. " First things first."

Figure 2

Dr . Kniple is currently in the
Phelps Count y Jail aw ai ting
trail for aggravated assualt and
attempted r ape. He was picked
up while doing some experiments on impac t loa ding in

th e downtown Roll a Business
di strict during the 3:30 rush
hour . Miss Goody Twoshoes of
th e U. S. Geodetic Survey is the
ampl y endowed plaintiff in the _
case .

~

Rolla .Volkswagon ~
SPECIALS OF THE MONTH
66-67 VWVANS
65 VW CAMPER

Hours:

Mon., Wed., &Fri.
Tues. &Thurs.

Sat.

Old Hwy 66 East

8:00 a.m. -8:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.-5::KI p.m.
9:00 a.m.-4:oo p.m.

361-5178

Doctor Elrod Cadaver and
Nurse fastee D. Light.
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ASSO Holds Maratho-Bike Race;
Blatmore Lists Official Rules
John Blatmore, an ASSO
representative
announced
today that his organization was
sponsoring a marathon bicycle
race to be run ea rl y in May. ThE
purpose of the race , he explained, was to raise money so
that ASSO could send a girl to
the juvenile delinquents at
Boy's Town. The winner of the
race will receive the "mystery
prize", rent free, for one week
(see photo ).
The race wi ll begin at 6 a.m.
on May 8, and continue until the
last contestant drops from
ex haustion, or boredom. All
contestants will try to break last
year's winning time and
standing record of 11 :46.2. The
contestants may leave his cycle
three times , for not more than
two minutes each time , to
perform on ly approved bodily
functions. Each li ving unit may
enter one contestant, and one
bicycle . The contestant must be
m~le , a registered student with

a va lid rD , and a moral
American.
The
bicycle ,
however , need not be American.
The only restrictions on the
bicycle are that it contain or be
equiped with at least three of
the following four options ; 1.
two wheels , 2 handlebars, 3.
spokes , 4. a 255 cc Ha rl ey engine
(no gasoline permitted on the
track ).
The riders . must start
together, and continue on the
pred etermined course laid by
ASSO . The race will begin in
front of the WRHA , where
bicyc les and contestants will be
checked for eligibility. All entrants must pedal down State
Street, turn right at Meryle's
house, and lelt at the new
Student Onion. They must then
go the triangle , and into Parker
Hall , circle Trixie's desk three
times, and go back out onto the
trainge. Trixie's desk is one of
the approved stops where
"'l ntes tants can perform ap-

What kind of
Woman reads the

proved acts. All riders must
then proceed to the library, up
the elevator a nd Into the rare
book room , which when open, is
one of the approved stops. Rare
books pag es are approved
accessories for approved acts.
Al l who survive the return
elevator trip must then proceed
through the turnsti le, which will
be left un locked for your COIlvenience, a nd back out onto the
triangle.
All riders must then pedal to
the Many-Purposes Bui ld in g
where, if they can gai n entry ,
must circle the Gym floor three
times. They must then return to
WHRA to start the second la p.
The third a pproved s top is
optiona l. Any availabl e parking
spot on cam pus may be used to
perform approved acts .
All contesta nts must register
wi th ASSO no la ter th an the day
after the race so tha t ASSO may
declare the winner.
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Active_ On the go_ Knowledgeable about
MEN. What they want and what they like .
She knows what's u
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TAVERN
NOW OPEN
10 A.M. to 1 A.M.

ro~
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GRADE PO.1NT

Frosted Mugs
Coldest Beer In Town
Sandwiches
,

........ , ,.....

Steak Shrim~ Chicken
Served Upstairs
at
Frederic's Restaurant
364-1503
Hwy. 63 &: Cedar

Rolla, Me.
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Four Named To All-American Team
Hooper, Hygiene Head
Honorary Hooper Horde
Four members of the NCAA
Champion Misery
Major
basketball team were named to
the Little King All-American
squad. 6-11 center Dilbert J.
Hooper , high scoring forward
Fairly Hygiene, and guards
Wan Hung Lo, and Bolt Upright
were unaimous picks by the
impartial panel of sportswriters
and relatives.
Wan Hung Lo is the inspirational leader of the team,
and quite a cut-up in the shower
room, where he is affectionately
known as Sudsy.
Coach Billy Key, who installed the "Wishbone T" offense in this year's basketball
playbook, c.a lls Wan "a real
scrapper who really puts out
every minute he's on the fioor."

Keep Rolla
Clean
Eat a Pigeon
Today

Fairly Hygiene, known to his
teammates as the "Clean
Machine" is the casanova of the
squad , and can often be found
after practice visiting with the
demure young ladies of
Waynesville Junior High.
Fairly was not a leading scorer
for the Miners , as in the words
of Coach Key , " He couldn 't roll
a marble into an open manhole ,
using both hands ." His excellent rebounding , and tough
defensive play kept him in the
starting line-up. "

Dilbert J. Hooper , the tall
center who couldn't pour piss
out of a boot if the directions
were written on the heel , also
won praise from the coach.
"He's the laziest player RUM
has seen since the graduation of
Keith <Sleepy ) Davidson.
Guard Bolt Upright was the
hero of the UCLA Invitational
Tourney as he scored the final
two' points in the semifinal
round when the Miners
squeaked past BYE University
in double overtime. Bolt is one
of the real lovers on the team,
as he is constantly seen on
campus with Rita Raunch, the
only fem ale member of the
WRHA. It was fun-loving Bolt
Upright who was recently
arrested for making obscene
phone calls to Di a l-a-Prayer.
The Miner basketball quintet,
or the "gang who couldn't shoot
straight" , as they have been
nicknamed by members of the
media , will be back defending
their NCAA title next year and
are confident that they can
repeat as champions, providing
that no one turns the lights on
during the game.
This year's All-American
squad has been brought to you
by Little King, home of the
razor blade sandwich. If you
turn it sideways, it disappears.

1974 COULD

FIND YOU JUST
Kent Ostrich , of the RUM! Rifle team shot an incredible 298, a'nd
in addition gunned down three hippie frieks who made fun of_the
co mbat boots he always wears (even in bed) this past weekend in
the Butte, Montana Turkey Shoot, held this year in Miami, Florida .
Kent, who always shoots blindfolded because the light makes his
eyes water, raises his clenched fist high above his head in silent
tri bute t o-his boyhood hero, John Wayne .

ANOTHER
COLLEGE GRAD
OR A JR. EXEC IN
MANAGEMENT.
If you're a young m,tn or woman with 2 academic years remaining either at
the undergrad uate or graduate level, you can apply for entry in the Air Force's
2-year ROTC program, offered on college campuses all across the country. If you
qualify, you'll rece ive a $100 a month, nontaxab le subsistence allowance. And on
graduating. you' ll receive an officer's commission in the Air Force. Also, this year,
for the first time, the Air Force is offering hundreds of sc holarships in the Air Force
ROTC 2-year program paying full tuition; lab expenses; incidental fees; a textbook allowance and the same $100 each month, tax free . For more information,
mail in the coupon today. Or, call 800-631-1972 toll free: E'1roll in the Air Force
ROTC, and get your future off the ground.
'In New Jersey call 800.962-2803.
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Truly Scrumptious Named
'Mural Athlete Of Year
Coach Burr Van Nostrand
today announc ed the intramural athlete of the year for
1971-72. Th e winner was Miss
Trul y Scrumptious of WRHA.
Miss Scrumptious participated
in a variety of sports for the
girls' dorm including swimming, rifl e, archery , and
foo tball.
In the swimming competition,
Truly paced the WRHA
Beanpoles to an upset victory
over three time champions
Kappa Sigma. She took first in
the 100 and 200 yard breast
strokes, and also placed second

in the diving competition. Miner
swimming coach Bob Pease
described her form as "simply
outstanding ." (see photo )
Truly fared well in shooting
competition a lso, doing her best
scoring in the pron e position.
Despite her unfamiliarity with
UMR 's flag football rules , she
played half back , and shifty
hips enabled her to dart through
the line while the opposing team
gaped in disbelief.
Miss Scrumptious also played
tennis sing les, and finished
third in the overall standings.
Admirers of her tennis style
often found occasion to exclaim

" Wow , what a fantastic set."
(See photo )
Miss Scrumptious was forced
to appear before the Intramural
Eligibility committee when
perennial power Pi Ka ppa Phi
challenged her right to be
named 1M athlete of the year ,
because of her sex. After a night
of hearings at the Idle Hour
the
committee
Motel,
unanimously ruled to give the
award to Truly Scrumptious.
Truly was amazed to learn she
has received the honor. " I don 't
know what I've done to deserve
this, " she sighed.

SI

RUM Wrestlers Released From Infirmary
Maiors Treated For Shoulder Calluses
Three RUM wrestlers were
released from the infirmary
Monday after recovering from
recent back operations. The
three were Hormon Buildup ,
Rock Rollum , and Regginald
Sweetree. The three were admitted near the end of the past
wrestling season when 'it was
found that the thick calluses on
their shoulder blades prohibited
the free movement necessary to
score in RUM's tough wrestling
schedule.
The Callu:s es,
recognized as a major hazard of
RUM wrestlers are the result of
the long hours spend on their
backs, training for their conference meets.
Coach Joe "Tex " Keenman
said that none of the wrestlers
were in physical discomfort , but
that they could not keep the
rigorous pace. The infirmary's
Head Nurse, Miss Hildagard
Wart said that none of the boys
were technically ready for
release , but after spending their
entier Easter vacation in the

infirmary they had proved they
withstand
almost
co uld
anything .
Harmon Buildup the Major;s
entry in the 123 pound class was
one of the Maj{)r's most consistant

Joe "Tex" Keenman

wrestlers. Says Coach Keenman , " I really admire his pride,
coming out here for three years
and never winning a match."
Rock Rollum, the Major entry
in the 167 pound class
throughout most of the season is

perhaps one of the best
wrestlers to attend RUM in
several years. His unique style,
and his endurance in stretching
matches sometimes into the
third period have placed him at
the top of next year's , " watch
out for me" list. Regginald
Sweetree , RUM ' s
he avy
heavyweight holds several
school records , and two conference marks.
The most
notable of these being his two
and a half season streak of
never once escaping from an
opponent's hold. He is a team
favorite , and all of the wrestlers
look forward to his locker room
antics again next year.
All three of the wrestlers
expressed delight upon release
from the infirmary, and consider themselves much the
wiser for the experience. All of
the boys learned the technique
for getting rid of the calluses
which most certainly will
plague the Major's next year.

Miss Truly Scrumptious was named intramural athlete of the
semester by unanimous vote last night. The delighted Miss
';crumptious said happily, "My cup runneth over."

Preperation
FArSe
UShrink Hemorrhoids
Without Painful
Surgery"
Relieves that burning,
itching feeling in
seconds.
"I can't Believe I used that
WHOLE tube!!!"

WOULD YOU BUY AUSED
CAR FROM THIS MAN?
-Honest Billy-

The GIANT of the Used
Car Business
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